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Abstract—Design problems, frequently the result of optimizing for delivery speed, are a critical part of long-term software costs. Automatically detecting such design issues is a high priority for software practitioners. Software quality tools promise automatic detection of common software quality rule violations. However, since these tools bundle a number of rules, including rules for code quality, it is hard for users to understand which rules identify design issues in particular. Research has focused on comparing these tools on open source projects, but these comparisons have not looked at whether the rules were relevant to design. We conducted an empirical study using a structured categorization approach, and manually classified 466 software quality rules from three industry tools—CAST, SonarQube, and NDepend. We found that most of these rules were easily labeled as either non-design (55%) or design (19%). The remainder (26%) resulted in disagreements among the labelers. Our results are a first step in formalizing a definition of a design rule, to support automatic detection.

Index Terms—Software quality, software design, software cost

I. INTRODUCTION

Static analysis tools evaluate software quality using rules that cover languages, quality characteristics, and paradigms [1]. Software quality rules have accumulated as practitioners gradually recognize code ‘smells’ and poor practices. The first tool to automate rule-checking was the C language tool lint in 1979 [2]. Static analysis tools have traditionally focused on what we might call the code-level, rather than design. For instance, Johnson’s initial description of lint mentions type rules, portability restrictions, and “a number of wasteful, or error prone, constructions which nevertheless are, strictly speaking, legal” [2].

Increasingly, quality rules are targeting design problems, such as paradigm violations or architecture pattern violations (e.g., the work of Aniche et al. on MVC frameworks [3]). This is because design problems are often more significant than coding errors for long-term software maintenance costs. This view is supported by the results of recent survey and interview [4] and issue tracker analysis [5] studies, which found that syntax and coding problems are rarely important sources of these long-term costs; instead, poor design choices lead to accumulating costs and technical debt.

Static analysis tools often generate many false positives, leading developers to ignore the results [6], [1], [7]. One potential improvement to this problem is to separate design rules from other rules. We examine the software quality rules of three typical tools to understand the extent to which their quality rules are design-related. This raises the question of what we mean by design, a thorny question in software engineering research [8, p.14]. We use an extensional definition [9, ch 1.1] of design by creating a design rule classification rubric, using rater agreement on classification labels as our metric. Design is clearly more than what the (imperfect) rubric suggests. Most importantly, our rubric is limited to the rules we used as input, and each rater’s understanding of design. In this sense, the rubric interprets design as a collection of automatable conformance rules.

Our contributions and findings in this work include:

• A classification rubric for evaluating design rules.
• Tools do have rules that check for design quality. 19% of the rules we examined were design-related.
• Rules included examples of complex design concepts, such as design pattern conformance and run-time quality improvements. 68% of the rules that were labeled as design rules were examples of such rules.

II. BACKGROUND

Tools that incorporate design analysis ideally provide reliable, automated, repeatable results to address these goals:

• Find poor architectural decisions and shortcuts and identify refactoring opportunities [4], [10].
• Understand when payoff is economically justified [11].
• Find increased numbers of {defects bugs churn} above baseline (hotspots) [12].
• Understand the trends and rate of change in key indicators (e.g. lines of code, test coverage, or rule violations) [13].
• Provide traceability across architectural tiers, frameworks, and languages [3].

A. Tool and Rule Selection

We chose rule sets from three commercial software quality management tools that have stated they have capabilities to detect design: NDepend1, SonarQube2, and CAST3, and that we have access to (for reasons of licensing and installability). While the tools provide broader capabilities for quality management, we narrowly focused on their quality measures.

1https://blog.ndepend.com/technical-debt-avoid-ndepend/
2https://blog.sonarsource.com/evaluate-your-technical-debt-with-sonar/
3http://www.castsoftware.com/research-labs/technical-debt
and rules for static analysis of code. We focused on Java and .Net rules and rules that the tool documentation stated applied generically to all code under analysis. Our analysis of the rules in no way implies endorsement or critique of the tool itself.

B. Rubric Creation and Refinement

We created our initial design rules classification rubric based on a taxonomy of quality analysis, empirical data collected in our previous studies [4], [5], and example rules extracted from the three tools. The rubric is also motivated by established architecture principles, such as assessing the scope of an issue as local, non-local and architectural [8].

We first created a simple definition of a design rule rubric, then iterated on it with examples from interviews and survey responses to ‘test’ how well it handled these cases. The input for the rubric is a single rule from one of the example rule sets. The labeler (person classifying the rule) considers the rule, then applies the decision criteria to the rule. In our classification guidelines we specified that labelers should look at each rule on its own, without considering long-term accumulated impact of multiple violations of the rule. For example, numerous ‘dead stores’ may indicate a bigger problem than a single instance would. We then refined the rubric and conducted a final round of classification, rotating assignments so two new labelers approached the dataset. The results reported below apply to this final round.

III. CLASSIFICATION RUBRIC

Fig. 1 shows our final version of the rubric. The first decision point is rule scope (DP1), with three potential branches as statement, module, and system. To explain how it works, we give examples of each branch of the tree below.

**Statement-level:** At the statement-level filter, scope is limited to a single code statement and rules are typically syntactical. We categorized as ND-1 (non-design rule) if the rule scope is limited to a single code statement (e.g., internal to method (switch, case, if/else, expression). Empty methods, dead stores, also fit here. *For loop stop conditions should be invariant* is an example rule labeled ND-1 as the violation is likely to be found within a method, checking for how local variables are set before for loops, a basic coding construct.

**Module-level:** Module-level filter includes groups of statements (that might be bundled into a file or package) or a language construct (method, class) that can be executed independently, reused, tested, and maintained or is a composition of other modules. Module-level rules can include syntactical as well as design aspects, leading to a DP2 decision point.

**DR-P** label aims to identify rules that encapsulate known design paradigm principles. These include object-oriented, functional, imperative programming, etc.; architectural styles, such as concurrent, model-view-control, pipe-filter, etc.; use of design patterns and paradigms, such as exception handling, singletons and factories, etc. *Action Classes should only call Business Classes* is a rule labeled as DR-P since it enforces an aspect of the MVC pattern.

**System-level:** System-level filter includes problems detected across system boundaries (e.g., between languages and/or architectural layers). This also includes rules where system-level metric thresholds are reported (e.g., complexity, dependency propagation). *Avoid having multiple artifacts deleting data on the same SQL table* is a rule labeled DR-S. This is a design rule because not multiple system elements are involved, and their architectural responsibilities are critical, in this case enforcing the data model.

Study artifacts include the categorization guidance (with rubric), design rules spreadsheet, and labeling results.  

IV. RESULTS

**A. Applying the Rubric to Software Quality Rule Sets**

Of the 466 rules we analyzed, 55% were easily labeled as **non-design** and 19% were labeled as clearly **design**. The remaining had rater disagreements, either because they had characteristics making it hard to classify or where our rubric did not provide sufficient guidance (Fig. 2). Table I lists examples of design, non-design, and hard-to-classify rules.

Table II summarizes the inter-rater agreement (using Cohen’s Kappa) after applying this rubric on the data set. For simplicity of reporting, we collapse both design (DR-S and DR-P) and non-design (ND-1 and ND-2) labels together. The

![Fig. 1. Final version of Design Rule Classification Rubric](https://goo.gl/u82G2B)  

![Fig. 2. Categories of rater agreement, normalized across tools.](https://goo.gl/u82G2B)
TABLE I
EX AMPLES OF DESIGN, NON-DESIGN, AND HARD TO CLASSIFY RULES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Rules</th>
<th>Non-Design Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action Classes should only call Business Classes</td>
<td>Avoid declaring an exception and not throwing it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid high number of class methods invoked in response to a message</td>
<td>Avoid hiding attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid Classes with a High Lack of Cohesion</td>
<td>Avoid defining singleton or factory when using Spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try-catch blocks should not be nested</td>
<td>Avoid declaring an exception and not throwing it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All script files should be in a specific directory</td>
<td>Lines of code covered by tests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
RATER AGREEMENT. DR=DESIGN RULE. ND=NON-DESIGN. GRAY CELLS SHOW AREAS OF RATER DISAGREEMENT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DR</th>
<th>ND</th>
<th>DR</th>
<th>ND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) NDepend. Cohen κ = 0.48 N = 148</td>
<td>(b) SonarQube, Cohen κ = 0.44 N = 133</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR 32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND 35</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) CAST, Cohen κ = 0.28, N = 185</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

low Cohen’s κ values were due to a high level of disagreement over the hard-to-classify rules.

B. Validation Feedback

We validated our rubric with three senior architecture analysts, not connected with our team. Each person commented on the rubric, and labeled a random sample (n=74) of the hard to classify rules from the three tools. Our rationale for validating only the hard to classify rules was to gather input on the effectiveness of our subsequent classification rubric improvements, but this may have contributed to low agreement numbers and does not validate our two other categories (their validity relied on internal rater agreement). We compared each label to a reconciled set of labels that the authors created (where reconciled means we discussed each disagreement to derive a consensus label), We calculated Cohen’s Kappa and confusion matrices, like that in Table II).

We asked the participants for their impressions of the rubric. Scope. Validators 1 and 3 expressed difficulty in how to interpret ‘scope’ for design relevance. Consider the rule: Constructors of abstract classes should be declared as protected or private. Although the method visibility aspect of this rule appeared to have design implications, Validator 3 struggled with the scope being statement or system.

DR-P/DR-S overlap. The validators commented on the overlap between the decision branches leading to DR-P and DR-S. For example, a violation that occurs at one location makes DR-P applicable, however, system boundary implications make DR-S also applicable. Validator 1 said the decision was further complicated by trouble deciphering what it meant for problems to cross system boundaries, “Is the problem located at multiple points in the system? Does it affect multiple points?”

Metric threshold rules. Metric threshold is about rules such as Module complexity over x limit. Validator 1 said that scope frequently led him down the ND-2 module path because heuristics are frequently applied at the method or class level. However, metric thresholds show up as an example in DR-S, too.

V. DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK

Research on the fitness of quality analysis tools for design analysis has taken the following approach: run multiple tools on the same data sets, compare the results with each other [14], or with some other design ground truth [15]. Such an approach has limitations due to potential feature limitations of tools and focus on what cannot be done. Our goal in analyzing the rule sets is to assess the characteristics of automatable rules that check for design problems.

Are syntactic rules checking for design conformance? Ourrubric led us to classify rules checking purely code-level implementation as non-design. However, the goal of some syntactic rules is to enforce design conformance. Examples of such rules are “avoid declaring an exception and not throwing it” or “classes should not be empty” indicating dead code in some cases.

Are metric threshold rules indicative of design problems, and thus design rules? While a number of software metrics violating a certain threshold are available as rules (e.g., “cyclomatic complexity <7”, “depth-of-inheritance <5”), there is evidence that such heuristics have a wide range of false positives and disregard context. These thresholds make sense only when combined and correlated with other system observations. These rules are helpful in creating other complex rules, yet are not useful for design assessment solely by themselves.

Are reporting rules design rules? Reporting rules measure source lines of code, class size, method size, line length, number of parameters used, and the like. We concluded that they are non-design rules, but need to be treated as contextual parameters for improved analysis of systems, particularly over time.

Software quality tool vendors are grappling with the same challenges. Recently SonarQube simplified its quality model to create a better encapsulation of code issues, maintainability issues and run-time aspects that are most critical such as vulnerabilities. CISQ recently surveyed developers to understand how they perceive the time to fix violations that such rules tag to better assess technical debt in a similar attempt to categorize such rules.

There is a renewed interest in software analytics, and many corporations are adopting them. Sadowski et al. [6] describe how Google integrates static analysis and technical debt identification into Google’s development practices and

---

3https://goo.gl/rdGsgS
4http://it-cisq.org/technical-debt-remediation-survey/
environments, using a tool called Tricorder. Tricorder addresses the challenges by supporting domain-specific analysers but mandating low (<15%) effective false positive rates, i.e., automatically disabling plugins with feedback developers label annoying or uninformative.

We identified and address the following threats to validity:

**Manual inspection:** To minimize biased manual classification, multiple researchers labeled the rules, and we revised the classification guidance accordingly. Experts external to the research team classified a random sampling of the issues. Those classifying the rules are experts in software design, but they are not all experts in the tools or languages studied.

**External validity:** Our results are based on the rules we used from the three tools, and will not be applicable to other tools unless they share similar rules (which they frequently do). We continue to work on generic definitions of design rules based on customer and open source projects.

**Internal validity:** We checked inter-rater reliability by having two of us assess rules, and rotating raters between rounds. We resolved disagreements and reflected the outcomes in the rubric. We only focus on a subset of rules for Java and C# for three tools. However, they focus on basic language constructs that are transferable.

**Construct validity:** Our rubric relies on our understanding of design to characterize software quality rules, as well as the literature and tool’s internal documentation.

### VI. CONCLUSION

Software quality tools mix design rules and code quality rules. Separating these is important since design problems often result in longer-term costs. This study labeled the software quality rules of three tools as *design* or *non-design*, using an iteratively defined classification rubric validated with experts.

Our study suggests that progress in automated design analysis can be achieved by addressing the following:

1. **Defining design rule scope.** Our classification results revealed design rules go beyond statement level quality checks. Tools that reported scope of impact (and not just time to fix), would aid in classification.

2. **Validating properties of design rules.** Based on the design rules we identified, we extracted initial properties of design rules. Existing know-how on design tactics and expert observations can help validate and improve the properties of automatable design rules.

3. **Improving context sensitivity.** The hard to label rules in our data are an important outcome of our study. Often, the reason they were hard to label was due to context-specificity. As reported by Microsoft researchers [16], it is only when your analytics efforts work closely with the information needs of the stakeholders that there is real impact.
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